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New York, like Delaware and other states, recognizes the corporate opportunity doctrine, which derives from the duty of loyalty that fiduciaries owe corporations they serve. The doctrine forbids fiduciaries from diverting for their own benefit, without board approval, “any opportunity that should be deemed an asset of the corporation.” The key to the doctrine under New York law is whether the corporation had a “tangible expectancy” in the opportunity, that is, an expectancy “more certain than a desire or hope.” Although some courts have suggested that the doctrine applies only to deprivations that “threaten the viability of the enterprise,” New York courts have generally applied the doctrine more broadly. Thus, for example, fiduciaries—including those serving healthy businesses—have been found liable under the doctrine for drawing away their principal’s existing customers, taking advantage of business offers made to the corporation, or purchasing property that the corporation needed or had contemplated acquiring.

Fiduciaries sued under the corporate opportunity doctrine often rely on two defenses: third-party refusal-to-deal and financial inability. Both defenses go directly to the “tangible expectancy” determination. Under the former, the opportunity would be deemed fair game for the fiduciary where the third party providing that opportunity was unwilling to do business with the corporation. Under the latter, the fiduciary would not be deemed a disloyal usurper where the corporation did not have the financial wherewithal to capitalize on the opportunity. Each defense has at least surface appeal, because it tends to show that the corporation did not have a “tangible expectancy” of obtaining the business opportunity at issue. After all, what realistic expectation could a corporation have in an opportunity that (1) the third party was unwilling to give the corporation, or (2) the corporation had insufficient finances to exploit?
In late 2007, however, New York’s First Department stated unequivocally, albeit in *dicta*, that neither defense is viable. It reached that conclusion in *Owen v. Hamilton*, with little analysis, no mention of the “tangible expectancy” requirement, and based on a questionable characterization of First Department precedent. And as the court acknowledged, its conclusion is at odds with several Third Department cases that recognize refusal-to-deal as a valid defense. Thus, *Owen* highlights the uncertainty of the contours of New York’s corporate opportunity doctrine.

This article is an attempt to restore some order. We believe that New York’s fact-intensive “tangible expectancy” test requires courts to consider both whether the third party refused to deal with the corporation and whether the corporation was financially able to capitalize on the opportunity. On the other hand, neither factor should be deemed dispositive, except in rare circumstances. Rather, both factors should be considered as part of a multi-factor analysis – eight factors are identified below – in which the court would weigh the respective competing interests of the corporation and its fiduciary, consistent with the duty of loyalty.

*Owen v. Hamilton*

*Owen* involved a dispute over *Sports Reporter*, a sports-betting publication that Richard Bomze owned and decided to sell in 2001. At the time, defendant Lindsay Hamilton was the president and 51% shareholder of Starpoint Publishing Corp., which published *Winning Points*, another sports-betting publication. Hamilton proposed to Starpoint’s board of directors that he and his wife purchase *Sports Reporter* and operate it out of Starpoint’s office, so that the two publications could share expenses and reduce operating costs. Recognizing that the arrangement could improve Starpoint’s “precarious financial state,” the board approved the $450,000 purchase.

Starpoint shareholder James Owen then sued Hamilton derivatively for usurping Starpoint’s corporate opportunity and breaching his fiduciary duty. The trial court granted Owen’s summary judgment motion on both claims. The First Department reversed and ordered that summary judgment be entered for Hamilton because he had obtained board approval for the purchase. But before reaching the board-approval issue, the court briefly addressed Hamilton’s refusal-to-deal and financial inability defenses. Although that discussion must be considered *dicta* – because the board’s approval of the transaction rendered the other defenses academic – New York courts will likely consider it in future corporate opportunity cases.

The court treated both defenses together, stating that the defense that “Starpoint itself was unable to purchase *Sports Reporter* . . . can be disposed of with dispatch.” It noted that some authority supports a defense that the corporation would have been unable to profit from the opportunity, citing two Third Department decisions that had recognized the third-party-refusal defense. But the court asserted that “we [in the First Department] have consistently held to the contrary.” It concluded that “neither Richard Bomze’s unwillingness to sell *Sports Reporter* to Starpoint nor Starpoint’s alleged financial inability to avail itself of the opportunity had it been offered is a valid defense to plaintiff’s action.”

Thus, *Owen* suggests that the two defenses would be routinely rejected in the First Department. But New York precedent does not support this suggestion.

**The Financial Inability Defense**

Only two reported New York decisions have ruled on the financial inability defense. Each is more than 40 years old and each accepted the defense. The First Department held, in *Blaustein v. Pan American Petroleum & Transport Co.*, that the defendant did not usurp corporate opportunities, because the corporate opportunity doctrine “is not applicable if the opportunity is one which the corporation is financially unable to undertake.” Consistent with *Blaustein*, a Bronx County trial court in *Nigro v. Caserta* dismissed a corporate opportunity claim because, in part, there were “no factual allegations showing that the corporation had the financial means with which to avail itself of the opportunities alleged to have been diverted.”

First Department decisions after *Blaustein* contain *dicta* that criticized the financial inability defense. *Owen* relied on four such cases, none of which actually involved a financial inability defense. *Owen* first cited *Foley v. D’Agostino*, including *Foley*’s quote from a 1941 *Harvard Law Review* Note:

> [T]he fact that the competing business undertaken represented itself in the form of a corporate opportunity which the corporation was financially unable or for other reasons unwilling to undertake should be no excuse for an officer undertaking it individually. Despite the corporation’s inability or refusal to act it is entitled to the officer’s undivided loyalty.

The court in *Foley* quoted the Note for its critique of an “unwilling to undertake” defense. The claim in *Foley* was that the defendants – officers and directors of several affiliated companies that managed a supermarket chain – breached their fiduciary duties by setting up a rival supermarket chain. The defendants argued that they were free to establish and operate the competing business because they had previously presented the opportunity to the corporations, but their boards voted not to take it.

*Foley* held that the complaint should not have been dismissed because the board’s rejection of the opportunity did not release the fiduciaries of their duty of loyalty, and the fact finder could determine that they breached that duty by competing with their employer. Thus, because the claim at issue related to employees compet-
ing with their employer, Foley is irrelevant to New York’s corporate opportunity jurisprudence.

Two other First Department cases that Owen cited similarly did not discuss the financial inability defense. In Robert N. Brown Assocs., Inc. v. Fileppi, the defendant had redirected printing orders to his own company instead of his employer. The defendant asserted an “unwilling to undertake” defense, arguing that the corporation would have rejected those orders had they been offered to it. Citing Foley, the court hypothesized that “even if” the defendant had offered them to the corporation, “which [was] not the case,” the defendant would not have been free to take them for himself.

In Bankers Trust Co. v. Bernstein, the court quoted Foley and the Harvard Law Review Note for the principle that “[d]espite the corporation’s inability or refusal to act it is entitled to the officer’s undivided loyalty.” But Bankers Trust contained no other discussion of inability defenses. Instead, the court remanded for a new trial because the trial court had improperly instructed the jury that it must find that the corporation would have obtained the opportunity “but for” the defendant’s conduct.

Only one of the four cases Owen cited, Alexander & Alexander of New York, Inc. v. Fritzen, contained any substantive discussion of the financial inability defense. The defendant in Alexander had argued that the corporation was legally unable to take a life insurance business opportunity because it had no license to sell life insurance. The First Department, quoting Foley and the Harvard Law Review, criticized both the legal and financial inability defenses, even though only the former was at issue. The court noted that it would be “imprudent” to allow fiduciaries to exploit opportunities based “solely” on their company’s legal or financial inability, because information regarding any such inability is “generally within the unique knowledge of the diverting fiduciary.” Thus, the court reasoned, permitting a dispositive inability defense would “reduce[] the incentive for executives to seek effective solutions to corporate problems,” and would “encourage employees and fiduciaries to divert corporate opportunities knowing that the diversion may not be effectively challenged.”

But Alexander stopped short of holding that the corporation’s legal inability to exploit the opportunity is irrelevant. To the contrary, the court noted that although the company’s legal inability to sell life insurance was not “determinative,” it was “significant.” And relying in part on that legal incapacity, the First Department concluded that the life insurance business was not a corporate opportunity.

Thus, all the authority on which Owen relied in rejecting the financial inability defense – Foley, Robert N. Brown Assocs., Bankers Trust and Alexander – was dicta. And Owen ignored two cases, albeit significantly older, that upheld that defense. Thus, the court’s back-of-the-hand treatment of the financial inability defense was inappropriate. At the very least, the court should have considered the evidence of Starpoint’s financial inability as a non-determinative but relevant factor, just as the court in Alexander had considered the corporation’s legal inability.

The Refusal-to-Deal Defense

No reported New York decision before Owen had suggested, much less held, that a third party’s refusal to deal with the corporation would not be a valid defense to a corporate opportunity claim. To the contrary, the First Department itself had accepted the defense twice in cases that Owen did not cite, Washer v. Seager and Rafield v. Brotman.

In Washer, the parties were the sole stockholders, officers and directors of Sportscloth, a sports apparel manufacturer. When Seager left Sportscloth to form a competing business, Sportscloth’s sole fabric supplier decided to move its business to Seager’s new company. The First Department reversed the trial court’s finding that Seager had usurped a corporate opportunity, holding that “[o]nce [the supplier] made its decision not to deal further with Washer or the corporation on Seager’s withdrawal, there no longer existed any corporate opportunity or expectancy.” A New York federal court noted in 1999 that “Washer is still good law in New York.”

The court should have considered the evidence of Starpoint’s financial inability as a non-determinative but relevant factor.

In Rafield, a data processing company’s sole client decided to phase out its relationship with the corporation and to create an in-house department to perform the data processing functions that the corporation had been providing. The plaintiff alleged that a director, who left shortly thereafter to work for the client, had usurped a corporate opportunity by taking that business with him. The trial court dismissed the claim, finding that by the time the defendant had taken the job, the client had already reached an independent decision to bring the business in-house. The First Department affirmed, concluding that because the client’s decision “deprived [the corporation] of any viable prospect for continuing its business,” the corporation had no “tangible expectancy” in a continuing relationship with the client.

Owen cited two Third Department decisions that it characterized as providing “some authority . . . that a director cannot be liable for usurping a corporate opportunity where the corporation would have been unable to avail itself of the opportunity.” In DiPace v. Figueroa, the plaintiff claimed that a director’s purchase of property constituted a corporate opportunity. The Third
Department affirmed the claim’s dismissal because “the sellers unequivocally aver[red] that they would not have sold to the corporation, or to [the plaintiff], but only to [the defendant] individually.”36 And in Moser v. Devine Real Estate, Inc.,37 the Third Department found that because the third party “unequivocally testified” that he would not have offered an investment opportunity to the corporation, the corporation had no “tangible expectancy” in that opportunity. Citing DiPace, the court noted, “Typically, such evidence that the third party would not have done business with the corporation . . . is sufficient to preclude the finding that a corporate opportunity existed.”38

In portraying DiPace and Moser as contrary to First Department precedent, Owen not only failed to cite Washer and Rafield, it relied solely on Foley, Robert N. Brown Assocs., Bankers Trust and Alexander. As discussed above, those cases only tangentially support rejecting the financial inability defense. But they have no relevance to a third-party-refusal defense, because none of them referred to that defense, even in dicta.

Proposed Decisional Framework

New York’s uncertain corporate opportunity doctrine is reflected in Owen’s (1) questionable characterization of New York precedent, and (2) reasoning at odds with the “tangible expectancy” requirement. The New York Court of Appeals has not taken a corporate opportunity case since 1944, when it affirmed the First Department’s rejection of a corporate opportunity claim because there was no evidence of tangible expectancy.39 That decision did not clarify how courts should evaluate tangible expectancy. Alexander noted the uncertainty over the applicable standard,40 and Owen did not mention the tangible expectancy test or any standard at all.41

Courts should consider both financial inability and third-party refusal-to-deal in the “tangible expectancy” analysis. To take an extreme example, let’s say a billionaire businessman serves as a director for a small, insolvent company. During the period of his service, the director learns of an opportunity to buy a business for $100 million, an amount that is multiples beyond the company’s ability to pay. Perhaps on a strict duty-of-loyalty basis, the director would be criticized for not going through the motions of presenting the opportunity to the board. But breach of fiduciary duty claims require some level of causation.42 So if there were no doubt that the corporation would not have been financially able to acquire the business, the director should not be liable. It is hard to argue that the fact finder should blind itself to that economic reality.

Similarly, there will be instances when, despite the fiduciary’s best efforts, the third party remains unwilling to deal with the corporation. Let’s say, for example, the third party makes it clear in no uncertain terms and the fiduciary exhausts all avenues for the corporation’s getting the opportunity. If the fiduciary were thereafter to take advantage of the opportunity, the causation element arguably would not have been met for any harm the corporation was to claim in not profiting from the opportunity. At the very least, the fact finder should be able to take those circumstances into account.

On the other hand, there are good reasons why a court should not necessarily consider dispositive a company’s insolvency or a third party’s stated unwillingness to deal with that company. First, a bright-line rule could create perverse incentives. The law should encourage fiduciaries to be loyal, not to make a record that could insulate their disloyalty from liability. If, for example, a third party were to tell the fiduciary that it would not deal with the fiduciary’s company, but would be happy to deal with the fiduciary individually, the fiduciary should be incentivized under the law to convince the third party that the fiduciary will not engage if the company he or she serves is not part of the deal. The law should also encourage the fiduciary to seek board approval; but a fiduciary would be less inclined to seek board approval if a bright-line dispositive defense were available. Second, even a third party’s unequivocal expressions of refusal-to-deal can be inherently suspect. For example, the third party testifies that she would not have done business with the company had she not done the deal with the corporation’s executive. That testimony is necessarily speculative and might even be inadmissible.43 Third, even insolvent companies can sometimes acquire cash-generating businesses or obtain lucrative contracts. And sometimes that opportunity can make the difference between the insolvent company turning the corner to profitability or filing for bankruptcy. The law should incentivize fiduciaries to be the same loyal, unconflicted advocates even for the insolvent companies they serve.

The upshot of the above is that courts considering corporate opportunity claims should consider all the facts and circumstances – financial ability, third-party willingness to deal, and other facts – in conducting the tangible expectancy analysis. This is the approach articulated 66 years ago in Turner v. American Metal.44 In Turner, New York County Justice Bernard L. Sheintag noted that in evaluating whether a corporation had a tangible expectancy in a given opportunity, it is safer to rely upon the particular circumstances of a case than upon abstract principles or general language used in the decisions. It is unnecessary, indeed unwise, to attempt any preciseness of definition. Nevertheless, there are certain guides which point the way [. . .] the following circumstances, among others, have to be considered.45

Justice Sheintag went on to enumerate six factors he considered relevant to the tangible expectancy analy-
sir.6 Although the First Department reversed Justice Sheintag’s finding that a corporate opportunity had been usurped, it did not address those factors.67 But it quoted Guth v. Loft, a Delaware Supreme Court case that established a comparable four-factor test.68

We agree with the approach in Turner and Guth, and propose that New York courts adopt a multi-factor test to evaluate whether a fiduciary’s transaction should be deemed a corporate opportunity. Below are eight factors a court would consider in making this determination. This list is not meant to address all potentially relevant evidence, but reflects the types of issues and circumstances that typically come up in corporate opportunity cases.

1. Whether the Opportunity Was Presented to the Fiduciary in His Individual or Corporate Capacity
A court should first consider how the fiduciary came to learn of the opportunity, a factor mentioned in both Turner49 and Guth.50 If it were presented to the fiduciary in his or her corporate capacity, this factor would weigh in favor of a corporate-opportunity finding. But if it were presented in the fiduciary’s individual capacity, “[i]t would be lessened to some extent.”51 Such evidence would not be dispositive and should be considered along with all other factors.52

2. Whether the Corporation Understood That the Fiduciary Would Pursue Other Interests
The nature of the fiduciary relationship may also be significant. In some instances a fiduciary may be a director serving on several boards or involved in several ventures.53 Such involvement “may negate the obligation which might otherwise be implied to offer similar opportunities to any one of [the corporations he or she represents], absent some contrary understanding.”54 Thus, courts sometimes “examine whether at the beginning of the employment or fiduciary relationship the parties understood, or it is reasonable to conclude that the parties understood, that the employee, officer or director would simultaneously pursue other interests, even ones related to or in direct competition with the business of the corporation.”55 Any such evidence would weigh against a finding that the fiduciary usurped a corporate opportunity.

3. Whether the Opportunity Would Have Been Offered to the Company
As discussed above, evidence that the third party would not have offered the opportunity to the corporation should weigh against a corporate opportunity finding. But the weight accorded this factor should depend on the type of evidence presented. For example, documented, contemporaneous evidence that the third party refused to do business with the corporation would weigh in favor of dismissal, and would be even more persuasive if the fiduciary had no involvement in creating it. But less (or in some circumstances no) weight would be appropriate if the only evidence were the third party’s testimony that he or she would not have given the opportunity to the company. Such testimony would be inherently speculative and often biased, because either the third party continues to have a business relationship with the fiduciary or faces exposure for aiding and abetting a fiduciary-duty breach. Similarly, the usurper’s testimony in this regard, uncorroborated by contemporaneous documentary evidence, would be accorded little weight.

4. Whether the Opportunity Was Developed With Corporate Assets
This is one of the Turner factors.56 Courts should treat differently an opportunity developed with corporate resources that the fiduciary swoops in to take at the 11th hour, as opposed to an opportunity that the company had not previously pursued. The weight accorded this factor depends on the type of corporate assets used to develop or pursue the opportunity. For example, the Michigan Court of Appeals, applying Delaware law, has noted that usurpation is more likely to be found “when ‘hard’ assets, such as cash, facilities, and contracts, are used rather than . . . ‘soft’ assets, such as good will, working time, and corporate information.”57 The amount of assets used when compared with the overall value of the opportunity would also affect the analysis.58

5. The Company’s Financial Ability to Take the Opportunity
This too is a Turner factor.59 As discussed above, the case law does not support Owen’s outright rejection of the financial inability defense, and many other states...
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consider a corporation’s financial ability relevant in determining whether an opportunity should belong to the company. Delaware, for example, requires a corporate-opportunity plaintiff to show that the company was financially capable of entering into the transaction.60 Other jurisdictions refer to a corporation’s financial ability as either conclusive or relevant.61

The nature of the financial inability evidence should be closely scrutinized. As noted in *Alexander*, a corporation may not be able to rebut a financial inability defense raised by a fiduciary with unique knowledge of the company’s finances.62 Thus, only objective, independently verified evidence of financial inability should weigh in the fiduciary’s favor. And the court should also consider the fiduciary’s role in the company’s financial fortunes. Fiduciaries who view their company as a sinking ship should not be incentivized to relax their fiduciary obligations and more freely self-deal.63

The severity of the company’s financial woes should also affect the weight given this factor. The greater the company’s insolvency, the less likely it would be that it would have successfully obtained the opportunity, and the more heavily the court should weigh this factor in the defendant’s favor.

### 6. The Investment Required to Capitalize on the Opportunity, and the Revenue Projected From the Investment

This factor is distinguished from financial inability because it turns on the nature of the opportunity itself, rather than the company’s resources. For example, if a given opportunity requires a one-time purchase that clearly exceeds the funds that the corporation has or could obtain, the corporate opportunity claim would be tenuous. On the other hand, even a distressed company may be capable of making the initial investment required to take the opportunity. If, for example, an opportunity can be financed over time, or consists of a contractual relationship, the opportunity’s projected revenue could facilitate the investment’s funding. Courts should therefore consider whether there is a reasonable chance that the opportunity would have helped the company turn the tide.

### 7. The Extent to Which the Opportunity Is Consistent With the Company’s Past and Current Business Model

This is another *Turner* factor.64 If an opportunity were consistent with a company’s business model, the company’s shareholders would be more likely to view it as an opportunity. And the fiduciary would be more likely to recognize it as belonging to the company. In that case, this factor would weigh in favor of a corporate-opportunity finding.

On the other hand, if the opportunity were not consistent with a company’s past and current business model, this factor would weigh in the fiduciary’s favor. An exception may be appropriate if there were evidence that the fiduciary was aware of the corporation’s intent to enter into the new business line. In *Alexander*, the court rejected the plaintiff’s argument that the company intended to enter the life insurance business, in part, because there was no evidence that the defendants had been advised of that “undeclared intent.”65

### 8. Whether the Opportunity Was Unique or of Special Value to the Corporation

This too is a *Turner* factor.66 If an opportunity has some special significance or unique value to the corporation, such as property adjacent to the corporation’s property, the court would more likely consider it a corporate opportunity.

**Conclusion**

Corporate opportunity cases are infrequent because fiduciaries ordinarily seek board approval before capitalizing on a transaction that might arguably belong to the corporation. Board approval would normally insulate the fiduciary from liability, unless the directors were not fully informed or were dominated by or beholden to the fiduciary.67 But in those situations in which board approval either was not sought or was defective, a viable corporate opportunity claim could be brought. Courts adjudicating such claims should read *Owen* critically, and should not rely on its *dicta* or that of other New York decisions to which *Owen* cites. Rather, they should consider all the factors potentially relevant to both the corporation’s interests in having loyal executives, and the fiduciaries’ legitimate interests in pursuing business opportunities that do not undermine the companies they serve.
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